SDF-1 is both necessary and sufficient to promote proliferative retinopathy
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Diabetic retinopathy is the leading cause of blindness in working-age adults. It is caused by oxygen starvation in the retina inducing aberrant formation of blood vessels that destroy retinal architecture. In humans, vitreal stromal cell–derived factor–1 (SDF-1) concentration increases as proliferative diabetic retinopathy progresses. Treatment of patients with triamcinolone decreases SDF-1 levels in the vitreous, with marked disease improvement. SDF-1 induces human retinal endothelial cells to increase expression of VCAM-1, a receptor for very late antigen–4 found on many hematopoietic progenitors, and reduce tight cellular junctions by reducing occludin expression. Both changes would serve to recruit hematopoietic and endothelial progenitor cells along an SDF-1 gradient. We have shown, using a murine model of proliferative adult retinopathy, that the majority of new vessels formed in response to oxygen starvation originate from hematopoietic stem cell–derived endothelial progenitor cells. We now show that the levels of SDF-1 found in patients with proliferative retinopathy induce retinopathy in our murine model. Intravitreal injection of blocking antibodies to SDF-1 prevented retinal neovascularization in our murine model, even in the presence of exogenous VEGF. Together, these data demonstrate that SDF-1 plays a major role in proliferative retinopathy and may be an ideal target for the prevention of proliferative retinopathy.

Introduction

Diabetic retinopathy is a major cause of blindness among Americans under the age of 65. There are approximately 16 million diabetics in the United States, with nearly 8 million having some form of diabetic retinopathy. Diabetes is caused when the body can no longer produce enough insulin or is not able to utilize the insulin produced. Without insulin, blood sugar levels cannot be regulated, and an increase of blood glucose levels occurs. Prolonged high levels of blood glucose in diabetic patients destroy the small blood vessels in the eye. As the vessels are damaged, vascular permeability increases, resulting in fluid leakage into the surrounding tissue, often resulting in a swelling. When swelling occurs in the macula of the eye (the area of the retina responsible for sharp central vision), vision can often become distorted. This condition is called macular edema. Further vessel deterioration results in poor blood flow and the onset of ischemia, or oxygen starvation. Ischemia promotes new blood vessel proliferation in an attempt to restore blood flow. Vision loss during this proliferative stage of diabetic retinopathy is caused by aberrant neovascularization resulting in newly formed blood vessels intruding into the vitreous of the eye (referred to as preretinal neovascularization). These new vessels destroy the normal retinal architecture and may hemorrhage, easily causing bleeding into the eye, which ultimately impairs vision (1).

The mechanisms governing this aberrant neovascularization during diabetic retinopathy are still being elucidated. We have recently demonstrated in 2 murine models of ocular neovascularization that adult HSCs function as hemangioblasts, producing both blood cells and the circulating endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) that give rise to new blood vessels in the eye (2, 3). CD34+ cells, which are highly enriched for human HSCs, from umbilical cord blood also produce new blood vessels in a murine xenograft adaptation of our model (4). In this study, we used a unique murine model that induces adult-onset retinal neovascularization that closely mimics the pathology of neovascularization observed in diabetic humans. Retinal neovascularization in the adult mouse requires the administration of exogenous VEGF in addition to ischemic injury to promote new vessel formation. We have also shown that chronic vascular injury alone can be sufficient to induce EPC production by adult HSCs (5). The cytokine VEGF is a major inducer of angiogenesis and the resultant migration of EPCs (6). Within the retina, VEGF expression is increased in response to ischemia to promote vascular repair. VEGF induces vascular permeability and protease production and promotes endothelial cell migration and proliferation — key steps in angiogenesis. VEGF is widely recognized as a potential therapeutic target for regulating angiogenesis (7, 8). We were interested in investigating other cytokines/chemokines that may work in conjunction with VEGF to promote the recruitment of endothelial progenitors from remote locations such as the bone marrow into the ischemic retina. We examined the role of stromal cell–derived factor–1 (SDF-1) in the process of retinal neovascularization. SDF-1 is the predominant chemokine that mobilizes HSCs and EPCs (9–11). SDF-1 has been shown to be upregulated in many damaged tissues as part of the injury response and is thought to call stem/progenitor cells to promote repair (12). We have shown that SDF-1 levels increase in diabetics with proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR) and that SDF-1 may play an important role in the migration of HSC-derived EPCs to the site of vascular injury by regulating molecules important in the injury/repair response.
Exogenous SDF-1 can also substitute for exogenous VEGF to drive retinal neovascularization in our murine model. Furthermore, blocking SDF-1 function can prevent neovascularization and may serve as an important advancement in the treatment of ocular disease such as diabetic retinopathy.

**Results**

**Measurement of SDF-1 in patients with varying severity of diabetic retinopathy.** Previously we demonstrated that HSCs can be a major source of EPCs (2). In the present study, we postulated that SDF-1 plays a key role in the recruitment of these progenitors to sites of vascular injury to produce new blood vessels. We further hypothesized that retinal ischemia results in increased SDF-1 expression. Our data suggest that vascular permeability may be increased by angiogenic factors, such as SDF-1 and VEGF produced in response to ischemia. The increased permeability would allow for a portion of the SDF-1 produced by the damaged retina to leak into the vitreous of the eye. SDF-1 leaking into the vitreous may create an artificially high SDF-1 concentration gradient due to the relative lack of proteases within the vitreous (13). New vessel growth would be directed into the vitreous by the SDF-1 gradient. We postulated that if our hypothesis is correct, the addition of SDF-1 protein in the eye should augment preretinal neovascularization within the vitreous. Conversely, blocking SDF-1 activity in the eye should abrogate preretinal neovascularization within the vitreous.

To test our first hypothesis, we obtained vitreous samples from 46 patients undergoing treatment for diabetic macular edema (DME) with and without PDR. Forty-four of the 46 patients were type 2 diabetics. Vitreous samples from nondiabetic patients having vitrectomy for non-PDR-related conditions were used as controls. ELISA were performed in a masked fashion to measure SDF-1 levels in the vitreous samples. Once the ELISA data were compiled, the samples were matched with patients. Samples were divided into 4 categories based on the severity of disease: control samples (n = 8 eyes) and those from patients with DME but no current PDR (n = 30 eyes), DME with PDR (n = 20 eyes), and neovascularization of the iris (NVI), representing the most fulminate version of the disease (n = 4 eyes). As predicted by our hypothesis, SDF-1 increased with the severity of the patients’ diabetic retinopathy (Figure 1). SDF-1 was undetectable by ELISA (sensitivity 18 pg/ml) in vitreous samples from control patients. Patients with fulminate NVI averaged more than 1,000 pg/ml of SDF-1 in their vitreous, or at least 50-fold the level found in normal eyes. Patients with DME and proliferating diabetic retinopathy had an average of more than 200 pg/ml SDF-1, while those with only DME had an average of 75 pg/ml SDF-1 in their vitreous. These results demonstrate that SDF-1 concentrations increase in the vitreous of patients with macular edema and diabetic retinopathy and that SDF-1 concentration correlates with disease severity (P < 0.005).

**Corticosteroid treatment reduces SDF-1 levels.** Corticosteroids have been used for decades to suppress intraocular inflammation and to reduce blood vessel leakage (14, 15). Triamcinolone or Kenalog (the commercial name for triamcinolone acetonide; Bristol-Meyers Squibb) has been used intravitreally in 2 recent studies on DME and has been shown to decrease breakdown of the blood-retina barrier with a significant improvement in visual acuity (16, 17). The mechanism by which triamcinolone achieves a therapeutic benefit remains unknown. We hypothesized that triamcinolone may reduce the expression of SDF-1 by damaged tissue. To test this hypothesis, we assayed vitreous samples from our 46 patients after they received treatment for DME by intravitreal administration of 4 mg of triamcinolone in 0.2 ml balanced salt solution. In select patients with mild disease, repeat intravitreal taps were performed 1 month after treatment. Patients with more severe disease such as NVI received multiple triamcinolone treatments, with intravitreal samples obtained at each treatment. The vitreous samples were withdrawn, according to the standard of therapy, prior to intravitreal samples obtained at each treatment. The vitreous samples were withdrawn, according to the standard of therapy, prior to

**Figure 1**

SDF-1 expression increases with severity of diabetic retinopathy. SDF-1 concentration in human patients with increasing severity of proliferative diabetic retinopathy. Human SDF-1–specific ELISAs were performed in triplicate on vitreous samples from patients with various stages of DME without (n = 30) or with (n = 20) PDR. The most fulminate stage of the disease is represented by patients with NVI (n = 4). Control vitreous samples (n = 8) were obtained from nondiabetic patients being treated for other ailments. All control samples were below the level of detection by ELISA (18 pg/ml SDF-1).

**Figure 2**

SDF-1 concentrations in the vitreous of human patients after treatment with triamcinolone. All patients were treated with at least 1 round of triamcinolone (4 mg) injections intravitreally. Vitreous samples were obtained 1 month after treatment. Human SDF-1–specific ELISAs were performed in triplicate on the vitreous samples. The results are presented according to the severity of the patients’ original disease. DME only, n = 30; DME + PDR, n = 20. The most fulminate stage of the disease is represented by patients with NVI (n = 4). Control vitreous samples (n = 8) were obtained from nondiabetic patients being treated for other ailments. All control samples were below the level of detection by ELISA (18 pg/ml SDF-1).
that as SDF-1 levels are increased, the expression of occludin by retinal endothelial cells is decreased. Occludin is a gap junction protein responsible for tight junctions between endothelial cells, which prevents leakage of vessel contents into the surrounding tissue (Figure 4). These data suggest that SDF-1 acts at several key steps in the process of ischemic repair, such as recruitment of EPCs from the marrow, increasing of VCAEM expression to promote EPC adhesion, and decreasing of tight junctions to allow EPCs to extravagate to the site of ischemia.

**SDF-1 enhances neovascularization in ischemic retinopathy.** In order to support our hypothesis that SDF-1 is significant in the progression of proliferative retinopathy, we tested whether the administration of exogenous recombinant SDF-1 (rSDF-1) protein (R&D Systems) could promote neovascularization. To test this hypothesis, we used our murine model, which mimics the pathology seen in PDR in an adult mouse. The model requires the administration of recombinant adenovirus-associated virus–VEGF (rAAV-VEGF) with the administration of rSDF-1 protein at a concentration of 75 pg/μl within the vitreous. The 75 pg/μl dose was chosen to match the lowest concentration of SDF-1 found the vitreous of patients with proliferative diabetic retinopathy (Figure 1). Weekly injections were performed up to 4 weeks after laser injury in order to sustain the concentration of SDF-1 in the vitreous. Exogenous SDF-1 was able to enhance GFP+ HSC-derived EPC migration and incorporation into the sites of ischemic injury (Figure 5). We also observed the recruitment of a large population of GFP+ cells that were incorporated outside of the retinal vasculature. They could be inflammatory cells, such as neutrophils, that have an increase in their migratory response toward SDF-1 (28) due to the administration of exogenous rSDF-1 protein, but the time of analysis makes this unlikely. Exogenous rSDF-1 protein may have also recruited a surplus of retinal astrocytes, which provide a template for the promotion of retinal angiogenesis (29, 30).

**Prevention of neovascularization in ischemic retinopathy.** We next challenged the postulate that blocking SDF-1 should reduce retinal neovascularization from HSC-derived EPCs by blocking to every triamcinolone injection to ensure maintenance of normal ocular pressure. These vitreous samples were from the same patients we previously assayed prior to treatment (Figure 1). After triamcinolone treatment the patients showed a uniform drop in SDF-1 levels in the vitreous to near the limits of detection (Figure 2). This suggests that reducing SDF-1 levels and the subsequent recruitment of circulating EPCs may be one of the mechanisms of action for triamcinolone. Unfortunately, triamcinolone has serious side effects. Nearly one-third of triamcinolone-treated patients develop ocular glaucoma that requires treatment to prevent additional vision loss (18). Therefore, more targeted therapies, such as directly blocking SDF-1 activity, may provide optimized patient care.

The role of SDF-1 in neovascularization. SDF-1 is one of the primary chemokines responsible for the homing of HSCs to the bone marrow (19). SDF-1 expression is induced by a wide variety of cell types in response to stimuli such as stress and injury (12, 20). SDF-1 signals through its only known receptor, CXCR-4, a transmembrane G protein–coupled receptor. VEGF induces increased CXCR-4 expression from endothelial cells, while SDF-1 induces VEGF expression in cells that are both hematopoietic and endothelial in origin (22, 23). Chemotaxis assays have shown that purified endothelial progenitor cells migrate along an SDF-1 concentration gradient in vitro (24–26). Retinal endothelial cells were a more relevant cell type when testing whether SDF-1 has any effect in our unique murine model of ischemic retinopathy. We have shown by ELISA that an increase in SDF-1 expression results in a significant increase (\(P < 0.007\)) of VCAM-1 on retinal endothelial cells (Figure 3). An increase in VCAM-1 plays an important role in HSC homing to and mobilization from the bone marrow by allowing for firm adhesion to the activated bone marrow endothelium (27). We also studied the effects SDF-1 had on retinal endothelial cells and on gap junction proteins. We have shown by Western blot analysis

**Figure 3**
SDF-1 increases VCAM-1 expression on ECs. HRECs were upregulated with SDF-1 in response to SDF-1. HRECs were isolated from 2 separate donors: a 43-year-old donor and a 53-year-old donor. The HRECs were cultured in endothelial growth medium (EGM) containing 10% FCS for 3 weeks in order to establish superconfluent cultures. Control superconfluent HREC cultures were treated with reduced serum medium or continued in EGM. Test superconfluent HREC cultures were treated with increasing concentrations of SDF-1 protein in reduced serum medium. All treatments were for 48 hours. Cells were harvested in extraction buffer, and equal quantities of total protein were used in ELISAs to check for the expression of VCAM-1. No changes in VCAM-1 expression were seen in either control group. Therefore, results were normalized to the combined average of both control groups and are expressed as percent of control. Increasing levels of SDF-1 upregulates the expression of VCAM-1 on HRECs.

**Figure 4**
SDF-1 reduces occludin expression on ECs. HRECs were isolated from 2 separate donors: (A) a 43-year-old donor and (B) a 53-year-old donor. The HRECs were cultured in EGM containing 10% FCS for 3 weeks in order to establish tight cellular junctions. The test cultures were treated for 2 days with either EGM with reduced serum (RS) of 1%, or with EGM and 1% FCS plus either 0.1 nM SDF-1 or 100 nM SDF. Cells were harvested in extraction buffer and equal quantities of total protein separated by SDS-polyacrylamide gels followed by transfer to nitrocellulose and immunoblotted for occludin and β-actin (loading control) levels.
their recruitment to the site of injury. To test this hypothesis, we once again used our unique murine model, as described above. To abrogate SDF-1 activity, we injected a cohort of 10 long-term engrafted animals with an SDF-1–specific blocking antibody in PBS (R&D Systems) into the vitreous at the time of laser injury. The injections were designed to yield a final antibody concentration of 1 μg/μl in the vitreous. Weekly booster injections of SDF-1–blocking antibody were given intravitreally during the ischemic repair phase. Two control cohorts of 10 animals, all with equivalent hematopoietic engraftment, received either no intravitreal injections (model control) or weekly intravitreal mock antibody injections with a PBS + IgG isotype control antibody. The 2 control cohorts yielded similar levels of HSC-derived contributions to retinal neovascularization. This indicated that the isotype control antibody had no effect on HSC-derived neovascularization (Figure 6). Strikingly, the cohort treated with SDF-1–blocking antibody produced almost no HSC-derived blood vessels in response to VEGF bolus and ischemia injury. Confocal microscopy images from 4 independent test retinas are shown for each of the cohorts (Figure 6). Green or yellow fluorescence of vessels indicate the presence of HSC-derived endothelium (2). Purely red fluorescence of vessels, like those seen in the cohort that received antibody and the negative control eyes, indicates no HSC-derived contributions. The negative control eyes in all experiments are untreated left eyes of the animals used in the model. Therefore, they represent the background level of HSC contribution to undamaged vessels after a bone marrow transplant. None of the 10 animals that received injections of SDF-1–blocking antibody had significant GFP+ HSC-derived contributions to the retinal vasculature described above that was seen in the control eyes. The lack of GFP+ HSC-derived contribution to the injured eyes that received anti–SDF-1 treatment could result from the fact that HSC/EPC-derived contribution to neovascularization was blocked, while new vessels were formed from local endothelial cell proliferation. Alternatively, all new vessel formation could be stopped by the treatment. The confocal imaging analysis suggested the latter result when the individual images from differing focal planes along the z axis used to form the merged images were viewed separately. The remaining red vessels observed in the anti–SDF-1–treated eyes appeared to be the preexisting vessels of the retina. No new preretal vessels were observed (in the model, it is these newly formed preretinal vessels that are GFP+). To confirm, we performed cross-sectional histological analysis of treated versus nontreated control eyes to better assess total neovascularization (Figure 7). Results are shown for 3 animals from each cohort of 10. Cross sections of untreated left eyes show normal histology (Figure 7, normal retina). All of the eyes that underwent treatment according to the standard model (Figure 7, model control) exhibited severe preretinal neovascularization, as shown by the gross disruption of the retinal architecture, in response to VEGF administration and retinal ischemia. We have previously shown that these are the GFP+ vessels in our model (2). None of the anti–SDF-1–treated eyes exhibited retinal neovascularization, and all retained a retinal architecture (Figure 7, anti–SDF-1) similar to that of a normal retina. The anti–SDF-1–treated retinas showed disruption to the normal architecture of retina, reflective of damage caused by poorly repaired ischemic injury. These results clearly demonstrate that treating the eye with anti–SDF-1–blocking antibody prevents retinal neovascularization in spite of the viral overexpression of VEGF-189. This suggests that SDF-1 is the more critical proangiogenic factor in our model.

**Titrination of SDF-1 antibody.** Our initial treatment regime used multiple rounds of antibody injection at what was estimated to be a saturating concentration based on the manufacturer’s use suggestions. To test the overall effectiveness of the antibody treatment, we treated 2 additional cohorts (n = 10). The first treated cohort received 1 log less antibody per injection (0.1 μg/μl) with 4 weekly injections beginning the day after laser-induced ischemia, as described above. The second treated cohort received only a single injection, 1 day after laser coagulation, at the original antibody concentration (1 μg/μl). Both test cohorts, along with a normal model control cohort, were then allowed to recover for 1 month prior to analysis. Both of the new treatments proved as effective at blocking retinal neovascularization as our original
regime (Figure 8). The control cohort exhibited a large degree of GFP+ HSC-derived neovascularization in their injured eyes, with no GFP+ contributions in their uninjured eyes (Figure 8, left 2 columns). Both treated cohorts showed greatly decreased GFP+ HSC-derived contribution to the injured, anti–SDF-1–injected eyes. Almost no GFP+ contributions were seen in the vasculature (Figure 8, right 2 columns). This suggests that easily achievable SDF-1 antibody concentrations may provide effective preventative treatment for diseases such as proliferative retinopathy.

**Discussion**

When PDR is left untreated, about 60% of patients become blind in one or both eyes within 5 years. For 3 decades, laser photocoagulation has been the mainstay in the management of diabetic retinopathy (31). Laser treatment for PDR breaks down the blood-retinal barrier and can cause or worsen DME (31, 32). Surgical treatment of PDR and DME results in reduction of visual acuity and is not always effective. Corticosteroid treatment can lessen the impact of macular edema and PDR but also has serious side effects, such as glaucoma, that require additional treatment (33). A highly selective therapy that could prevent new vessel formation within the vitreous without serious side effects would represent a significant improvement over the current standard of care for proliferative retinopathy.

There are currently 2 large-scale phase III clinical trials underway for the treatment of AMD and DME. Both involve blocking the activity of VEGF by binding to it and inhibiting its signaling with its receptor (34, 35). The preliminary studies have been very promising, with an increase of visual acuity in approximately 26% of the patients who have been treated. Though anti-VEGF treatments may be a great advancement in alleviating the effects of ocular diseases, there may be other cytokines/chemokines that, when blocked, may improve visual acuity by augmenting anti-VEGF treatments. Our clinical data provide what we believe to be the first evidence that SDF-1 may play a major role in the pathology of both macular edema and proliferative retinopathy. Our murine data have also shown that SDF-1 is both necessary and sufficient to promote the incorporation of bone marrow-derived endothelial cells within an ischemic retina. Blocking SDF-1 activity in our murine model completely abrogated recruitment of HSC-derived endothelial precursors and local endothelial cell–driven ischemic repair, thus effectively preventing preretinal neovascularization. In our murine model system, an acute injury promotes a proliferative retinopathy that has a pathology of preretinal neovascularization similar to that seen in the proliferative retinopathy. Our murine data have also shown that SDF-1 is both necessary and sufficient to promote the incorporation of bone marrow–derived endothelial cells within an ischemic retina. Blocking SDF-1 activity in our murine model completely abrogated recruitment of HSC-derived endothelial precursors and local endothelial cell–driven ischemic repair, thus effectively preventing preretinal neovascularization. In our murine model system, an acute injury promotes a proliferative retinopathy that has a pathology of preretinal neovascularization similar to that seen in the proliferative retinopathy.
stages of diabetic retinopathy in humans. The assumption and caveat is that similar pathologies result from similar mechanisms. This assumption may not hold absolutely true. Given the lack of a true animal model for diabetic retinopathy, we cannot fully validate our assumption short of performing clinical trials. However, our patient data strongly correlates with the murine model and further suggests that targeting SDF-1 may serve as a safe, alternative approach in treating proliferative retinopathies.

Blocking SDF-1 activity within the vitreous via immunoglobulin injections or other means could potentially provide such an improved treatment for PDR and DME. Single antibody injections have already been shown to be effective for up to 1 month in our murine model. We are currently testing how long a single antibody injection can provide effective preventive therapy in this model. Antibodies are stable proteins that should be able to persist for extended times in the relatively protease-free environment of the vitreous (13). Since the eye is self-contained, high antibody concentrations are easy to achieve and maintain. We are also hopeful that we can titrate the amount of SDF-1-blocking antibody to such a point where destructive preretinal neovascularization is prevented, while allowing ischemic repairs within the retina. Our murine model of adult preretinal neovascularization is currently being used to define other means for blocking SDF-1 activity and to better define the kinetics of HSC/EPC contributions to angiogenesis.

In summary, out data suggest that SDF-1 may be a key player in angiogenesis and in the progression of proliferative retinopathy. SDF-1 clearly has the potential to give EPC the directional cues necessary to reach sites of ischemia. SDF-1 can increase the expression of VCAM on endothelial cells, which suggests that SDF-1 may promote firm adhesion of HSC-derived endothelial cells to the vasculature endothelium and may also facilitate the migration and homing of the EPC. SDF-1 appears to have an impact on the ability of gap junction proteins to form tight junctions, making it possible for EPCs to enter sites of ischemia. Our clinical data show that the corticoid steroid triamcinolone decreases the severity of diabetic retinopathy. Triamcinolone may be working in part by reducing the levels of SDF-1, as shown by ELISA. Unfortunately, triamcinolone treatment comes with serious side effects, such as glaucoma. Our murine data suggest that as few as 1 intravitreal injection of a blocking antibody to SDF-1 can work to block neovascularization in our acute injury model for up to 1 month. These data suggest that using antibodies to block SDF-1 activity may provide a safe and effective alternative treatment for ischemic diseases, such as PDR and DME.

Methods

Cell isolation. Enriched GFP- HSCs were isolated from ubiquitous GFP-expressing donors (Jax Mice; The Jackson Laboratory) by cell sorting, as

Figure 7
Cross-sectional analysis of retinal architecture. Normal retina: H&E staining of cross sections from 3 untreated C57BL/6.gfp eyes showing normal retina morphology. Model control: H&E staining of cross sections of 3 C57BL/6.gfp eyes that underwent the neovascularization model showing clearly disrupted retinal architecture and new vessel formation. Anti–SDF-1, 1×, 4 injections: H&E staining of cross sections of 3 C57BL/6.gfp eyes that underwent the neovascularization model and were treated with 1 μg/μl anti-SDF-1 antibody. Note the similar morphology of the control C57BL/6 and anti–SDF-1 antibody–treated cross sections. Magnification, ×20.

Figure 8
Anti–SDF-1 antibody titration. Model control: Fluorescence confocal micrograph of 3 C57BL/6.gfp retinas that underwent retinal ischemia. Negative control: Left, untreated, eyes of 3 C57BL/6.gfp mice that underwent retinal ischemia. Anti–SDF-1, 0.1×, 4 injections: Three C57BL/6.gfp mice that underwent retinal ischemia and were injected with 0.1 μg/μl final concentration of anti–SDF-1 antibody, a 10-fold decrease from the original concentration, intravitreally once a week for 4 weeks. Anti–SDF-1, 1×, one injection: Three C57BL/6.gfp mice that underwent retinal ischemia and were injected with 1 μg/μl final concentration of anti–SDF-1 antibody intravitreally the day after injury.
previously described (2). Human retinal endothelial cells (HRECs) were cultured in DMEM as previously described (36). CD34+, Flk-1+ circulating human EPCs were isolated from PBMCs by flow cytometry using a BD FACSVantage SE System.

**Triamcinolone treatment.** Vitreous samples were obtained at the time of vitreous aspiration for treatment with triamcinolone in 46 patients with DME. Vitreous samples from nondiabetic patients who had undergone vitrectomy surgery for macular pucker and epiretinal membrane were used as controls. All patients received the standard treatment for DME with removal of 0.2 cc of liquid vitreous and injection of 4 mg (0.1–0.2 cc) of triamcinolone. Triamcinolone was injected through the pars plana, with the remaining volume replaced with a balanced salt solution. Vitreous aspirates that were collected were frozen at −20°C until analysis.

**Measurement of intravitreal SDF-1 levels in patients.** We obtained vitreous samples at the time of vitreous aspiration prior to and during treatment for DME with triamcinolone in diabetic patients. Patients were classified with respect to the status of their diabetic retinopathy, gender, and duration of diabetes. All patients protocols and consents were fully reviewed and approved by the University of Florida Institutional Review Board.

Levels of SDF-1 were measured using a commercially available ELISA (R&D Systems). Each sample (0.05 cc) was run in triplicate and compared with a standard curve. All samples were assigned a random number and run without knowledge of the donor’s disease or treatment status. Once the data were compiled, the sample classifications were revealed. The mean concentration was determined per sample and per group classification. Data were analyzed by both a χ² and rank statistical analysis to determine significance.

**Isolation of protein from SDF treated cells.** The HREC cultures were washed twice with ice-cold PBS (BioWhittaker Inc.) and scraped in lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl [Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc.], 1 mM EDTA [Sigma-Aldrich], 255 mM sucrose [Fisher Scientific International], 1% Igepal CA-630 [Sigma-Aldrich], 1% protease inhibitor cocktail [Sigma-Aldrich]). The lysed cells were sonicated (Model 100 Sonic Dismembrator; Fisher Scientific International) for 2 seconds and centrifuged (5415D Eppendorf; Fisher Scientific International) at 16,300 g for 5 minutes at 4°C. The pellet was discarded and the amount of protein was determined using a bicinchoninic acid protein assay kit (Pierce Biotechnology Inc.).

**ELISA for VCAM-1.** HRECs were cultured beyond confluence for 3 weeks to establish tight cellular junctions. Triplicate HREC cultures were then treated for 48 hours with varying concentrations of SDF-1 and total protein extracts were prepared as indicated above. Each triplicate assay was repeated 3 times. Equal amounts of protein were used for VCAM-1 ELISAs according to the manufacturer’s instructions (R&D Systems).

**Western blot analysis of occludin levels in SDF-treated cells.** A total of 50 μg of total protein was blotted to a nitrocellulose membrane (Millipore Corp.) and a Western blot analysis performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For occludin detection, the membrane was incubated with a 1:125 dilution of a rabbit polyclonal anti-occludin antibody (Zymed Biosciences Ltd.) served to verify the molecular size of occludin at 65 kDa and of β-actin at 42 kDa. Analysis of occludin and β-actin protein levels was performed using Image analysis software (Scion Corp.).

**Generation of adult retinal neovascularization mouse model.** All animal procedures were approved by the University of Florida Animal Care and Use Committee. The basic model has been previously described (2). In brief, C57BL/6J.gfp radiation chimeric mice (n = 70) were generated by irradiating C57BL/6J mice with 9.50 Gy followed by retinal orbital sinus injection of highly enriched HSCs (Sca-1+ c-kit+ Lin−) from GFP+ donor mice. Durable hematopoietic reconstitution was confirmed by flow cytometry 3–4 months after transplant. Once reconstitution was confirmed, chimeric mice were matched for engraftment level (greater than 80% donor-derived PBMCs), then injected intravitreally with adenov-associated virus–VEGF (AAV-VEGF) into the right eye. One month was allowed for peak VEGF expression, at which time the mice underwent retinal vessel photoacoagulation of half the optic disc of the right, or test, eye with an argon laser. Venous occlusions were accomplished using laser parameters of 1-second duration, 50-mm spot size, and 100- to 150-mW intensity.

**Administration of blocking antibodies.** Immediately following laser treatment, cohorts (n = 10 per cohort) of chimeric mice underwent intravitreal injections into the right, or test, eye. Mice were anesthetized, and an anti-SDF-1 antibody (MAB 310; R&D Systems) or PBS plus isotype control was injected intravitreally (1 μl total volume) to achieve a final effective concentration of 1 μg/μl or 0.1 μg/μl of antibody in the vitreous. Some cohorts received additional booster injections weekly for 4 weeks.

**Murine data collection and analysis.** Four weeks after induction of retinal ischemia, mice were euthanized and their eyes enucleated. For confocal visualization, mice (n = 60) were perfused with rhodamine isothiocyanate-conjugated dextran in phosphate-buffered formaldehyde (pH 7.4). Immediately afterward, eyes were removed and retinas dissected and mounted flat using Vectashield mounting media (Vector Laboratories) for confocal imaging. Confocal microscopy was performed with a Leica TCS SP2 system with spectral analysis software for data collection and analysis (Leica Microsystems). For retina sectioning, mice (n = 20) were perfused and eyes enucleated and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, and frozen sections were prepared. The sections were stained with H&E.
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